Regulation of ciliary differentiation of human respiratory epithelial cells by the receptor for hyaluronan-mediated motility on hyaluronan-based biomaterials.
Selecting a scaffold that facilitates ciliary differentiation of respiratory epithelial cells (RECs) is crucial in developing tissue engineered respiratory epithelium. Hyaluronan derivative membranes, consisting of an esterified form of hyaluronan (HYAFF), have been proved to promote ciliary differentiation of RECs in the presence of retinoic acid (RA). However, the regulatory mechanism of ciliary differentiation-promoting effect of hyaluronan-based biomaterials remains unknown. In addition to investigating the ciliary differentiation of RECs on HYAFF with/without RA compared with that on collagen with/without RA, this study elucidates the role of the receptor for hyaluronan-mediated motility (RHAMM) in promoting ciliary differentiation of RECs. Analytical results of culturing RECs on collagen and HYAFF indicate that only HYAFF can increase the ciliary differentiation of RECs under RA-free conditions. The expression level of RHAMM mRNA of RECs more significantly decreases on collagen than that on HYAFF without RA. Therefore, by using lentiviral vector-based short hairpin RNA targeting RHAMM, the study further reveals that knockdown of RHAMM obviously inhibits the ciliary differentiation of RECs on collagen with RA and on HYAFF with/without RA. In addition to demonstrating that hyaluronan-based biomaterials partially "replace" RA in the ciliary differentiation of RECs, which is regulated by RHAMM, this study establishes that RHAMM regulates the ciliary differentiation-promoting effect of RA on RECs.